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METHODS  

 Preferences regarding treatment in the prodromal phase in PD were elicited using an online 

survey which contained a Discrete Choice Experiment (DCE). In a DCE, respondents answer 

multiple preference elicitation tasks. Respondents are asked to indicate their preference for one of 

two or more hypothetical profiles, which are descriptions of possible interventions. Profiles consist 

of different attributes, which are the characteristics of the interventions that are compared (e.g., 

risk on side effects), and levels, which are descriptions of the range of potential outcomes for each 

attribute (e.g., 5% chance of a side-effect). Analysis of the stated preferences of respondents 

enables researchers to assess the extent to which the attributes of the intervention drive preferences, 

and the trade-offs respondents are willing to make between different attribute outcomes. 

 We adopted a systematic approach, consisting of multiple, consecutive steps in the process of 

constructing a DCE based on several articles on DCE experimental designs [1-3]. Also, we applied 

an existing checklist for properly designing a DCE [4], including: 1) research question; 2) 

attributes and levels; 3) construction of tasks; 4) experimental design; 5) preference elicitation; 6) 

instrument design; 7) data collection plan; 8) statistical analyses; 9) results and conclusions; and 

10) study presentation.  

 

Step 1: Research question  

 The aim of this study was to explore preferences of professionals regarding the choice for 

disease-modifying treatment in the prodromal stage of PD. We formulated two underlying research 

questions: First, what preferences do professionals have for different treatment characteristics of 

disease-modifying treatment in the prodromal stage of PD? Second, what preferences do 

professionals have for actual prescribing disease-modifying treatment to patients in the prodromal 

stage of PD? 

 

Step 2: Attributes and levels 

 To select the attributes and levels, we first explored which factors influence decision making 

of neurologists on starting disease-modifying treatment in the prodromal phase of PD. A literature 

review was conducted, and subsequently, in-depth semi-structured interviews with neurologists.  
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Literature review 

 A literature review was conducted by one member of the research team (WH) in the PubMed 

database (searched performed in June 2020). No research exists on factors influencing the 

neurologists’ decision-making in the prodromal phase of PD. Therefore, we first looked at which 

treatment factors neurologists would value in PD treatment in general. The search terms 

((physician) AND (Parkinson Disease) AND (treatment) AND (preferences)) yielded 38 results, of 

which 12 were selected based on title and abstract [5-15]. Inclusion criteria were: 1) study 

evaluates decision-making in PD treatment options and 2) study includes neurologists in the target 

population. No exclusion criteria were defined. Potential factors influencing treatment decision-

making were included in a list for attribute selection. Secondly, we looked at DCE studies focusing 

on decision-making on treatment characteristics, in general. An advantage of focusing on DCEs 

was that it provided insight into how other studies operationalize their attributes and their 

corresponding levels. The search terms ("therapy" [Subheading]) AND ("discrete choice 

experiment"[All Fields] OR "DCE"[All Fields]) NOT ("DCE-MRI" OR "DCE-CT" OR "contrast-

enhanced" OR "MRI") yielded 681 results, of which 33 articles were selected for the review [16-

43]. Inclusion criteria were: 1) study uses a DCE that is based on a choice between two profiles, 

2) study evaluates trade-offs in treatment characteristics, and 3) study includes medical 

professionals in their target population. No exclusion criteria were defined. We summarized all 

articles in a literature data extraction spreadsheet and created a list of factors influencing the 

decision-making of physicians on starting a new treatment (Supplementary Figure 1). 

 

Semi-structured interviews 

 We subsequently conducted in-depth, semi-structured interviews with neurologists, all 

specialized in movement disorders. Semi-structured interviews allow for a deeper insight into the 

opinion of neurologists on factors that would influence their decision-making on starting a 

potential treatment for patients in the prodromal phase of PD. A key advantage of using semi-

structured interviews is that it provides a loose structure to explore the attitude of neurologists and 

moreover, it gives the flexibility to explore unexpected findings in more detail. Eight potential 

participants were invited by email including an information letter, and written informed consent 

was obtained prior to the interview. In total, five neurologists and one neurologists who is an expert 

in prodromal PD research agreed to participate. During the interviews, we used an interview guide 
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with initial topics and questions focusing on patient- and treatment factors, in addition to potential 

follow-up probing questions. We composed the interview guide based on the literature study and 

discussions within the research team. The interviews lasted maximally 45 minutes and were 

conducted by phone. The interviews were audio-recorded using a separate recorder.  

 We pseudonymized and transcribed the audio recordings verbatim (using F4transkript, version 

3.1). Then, the transcripts were coded one by one to allow for the implementation of new insights 

in the following interviews (using Atlas.ti, version 8.4). Codes were derived deductively using the 

pre-defined categories from the interview guide, but also inductively using open encoding to allow 

for unexpected categories in the analysis. In the beginning, two researchers independently coded 

the first two interviews (WH and LH). After these two interviews, the two researchers discussed 

their codes to make sure that they interpreted the data equally. Differences were resolved in group 

discussion and a thematic framework was developed, based on the agreed set of themes and 

categories. Then WH applied this framework to the last four interviews. Dilemmas were resolved 

in group discussion. Following the last coding, we charted and summarized the acquired qualitative 

data in a spreadsheet (Excel) by category and by participant. We used this chart to help to interpret 

the data, facilitating analyses both within categories and respondents (results of the interviews in 

Supplementary Figure 2).  

 

Selection of attributes and levels 

 From the interviews, the following five treatment attributes were selected: gained years to 

diagnosis (to address treatment effect), risk on mild side-effects, risk on severe side-effects, route 

of administration, and annual costs. Improvement in health in the prodromal phase of PD was 

defined as slowing down disease progression, which was operationalized into the attribute ‘delay 

in years to diagnosis’. Risk of side-effects was operationalized in two different attributes: risk of 

mild side-effects and risk of severe side-effects. Cost of treatment was defined as annual costs. 

Based on the interviews, a fifth treatment attributed was added: route of administration. We based 

the initial attribute selection on treatment attributes most frequently used in the literature. 

Subsequently, the interviews were used to determine how these initial treatment attributes would 

relate to hypothetical treatments in the prodromal phase of PD. Since there is no defined strategy 

for attribute and level selection, we selected attributes based on which factors were described as 

important in the literature and were valued most important in the interviews with neurologists. For 
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the level selection, we selected values that were realistic and also covered a sufficiently broad 

spectrum, using existing prescribing information, literature, and the researchers’ opinion. It is not 

advised to include more than six attributes in a DCE, with a maximum of four levels each, since 

the design would otherwise be too complicated and lose efficiency [1, 44].  

 

Step 3. Construction of tasks  

 Conceptualizing the choice process was done based on group consensus. We opted for a 

generic choice-based DCE design with two full profiles of alternatives, because we aimed to 

simulate future decision-making between two disease-modifying treatments. We focussed on 

pharmacological disease-modifying treatments rather than also including lifestyle treatments, 

since this would complicate the attribute and level selection. No opt-out question was included to 

force participants to make a decision, but we rather decided to include a secondary question 

following every choice set asking participants if they, in clinical practice, would give their chosen 

treatment to these patients or not.  

 

Step 4: Experimental design 

 The experimental design was designed in the software R. First, the full factorial design was 

estimated. Then, choice tasks with dominant profiles of overlapping attribute-levels were removed 

from the full set. No restrictions on implausible attribute level combinations were set. Then, 1000 

random sets of 32 choice tasks were drawn from the full set, and the set with the highest D-

efficiency was selected. This resulted in a designs that was nearly balanced and nearly orthogonal. 

To reduce cognitive difficulty the design was blocked into four blocks of eight choice sets. 

Questions within each block were randomized. Each respondent was randomized to receive 1 

block of choice sets for a high risk profile and a different block of choice sets for a moderate risk 

profile. Thus, each respondent was ask to choose their preferred treatment for in total 16 choice 

sets.  

 Following the construction of the survey, we tested the first draft survey with eight neurologists 

to check the attribute and level coverage, the understanding and complexity of the survey, and also 

the length of the survey. To do this, we invited ten neurologists in the professional network of BP 

by mail for a phone- or video call, of which four neurologists also participated in the interview 
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study. We presented neurologists with the DCE, while the researcher probed them to think aloud 

and provide feedback. Provided feedback was then evaluated and incorporated into the DCE.  

 

Step 5: Preference elicitation 

 The survey started with an explanation of the preference elicitation task, the definitions of the 

attributes and a definition of a high (80%) and moderate (30%) risk profile. Also, we included two 

qualifying questions. The first qualifying question was a multiple option question on which other 

important attributes would influence the participant’s decision to start an intervention in the 

prodromal phase of PD. The second qualifying question was a multiple choice question on the 

participants’ opinion on lifestyle advice in the prodromal phase of PD, while there is evidence that 

lifestyle interventions might also be beneficial in the prodromal phase of PD [45, 46]. We chose 

not to include both lifestyle and non-labeled pharmacological treatments in one DCE. Including 

lifestyle as a labelled treatment choice in the DCE would carry the risk of participants choosing 

for or against this option based on their prior beliefs and not on the presented attributes and levels. 

Moreover, during the interviews most neurologists indicated that they would always consider 

lifestyle treatment. Instead, we included this follow-up question on lifestyle advice in the third part 

of the online survey (Supplementary Table 4).  

 

Step 6: Instrument design 

 First, participants were presented with an introduction to inform them on the goal and structure 

of the study and a set of questions collecting participant characteristics (e.g., gender, type of 

hospital, years of experience as a neurologist, knowledge of the prodromal phase of PD). This was 

followed by the 16 choice sets where participants had to answer which treatment (treatment A or 

treatment B) they would give to 1) a patient with a high risk (80%) of being in the prodromal phase 

or 2) a patient with a medium risk (30%) of being in the prodromal phase. Following every choice 

set, participants also had to answer if they, in clinical practice, would give their chosen treatment 

to these patients or not. Participants could constantly view a description of all the attributes to 

enhance understanding of the attributes and levels. We added a dominant question to validate the 

internal validity of the survey, which allows for the exclusion of participants in the analysis when 

they would not choose the dominant alternative. At the end of the survey, we included one 

multiple-choice question to ask participants what their opinion was on the role of lifestyle 
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interventions as a disease-modifying therapy for PD (Supplementary Table 4), and one open 

question on if there were any missing attributes or levels in the experiment (main manuscript). 

 

Step 7. Data collection plan 

 Different methods exist to calculate sample size in DCEs. Johnson and Orme suggest the 

following rule of thumb to calculate the required sample size: 𝑁 >
!""	×	%&'()*+	,-./)'	01	%)2)%*

,-./)'	01	34053)	*)+*	×	,-./)'	01	&%+)',&+52)*
  [47]. With the proposed DCE with 16 choice sets per 

participants, two alternatives per choice set and a maximum of four levels per attribute, the 

required sample size was 63 according to this rule of thumb. However, as others propose at least 

100 respondents [47], we aimed for a sample size between 63 and 100. 

 We built the DCE in a web-based survey tool (LimeSurvey) to allow for easy distribution. The 

study protocol was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the Radboud university medical 

center and registered as 2020-6627. All participants gave written informed consent prior to the 

study.  

 

Step 8. Statistical analysis 

 The choice sets were analyzed using an effect-coded conditional logit model [48] using Cox 

regression in SPSS Statistics 25 (IBM). Only those participants who selected the dominant 

treatment option in the internal validity question, were included in the analysis. The conditional 

logit model relates the probability of choice between two or more alternatives to the characteristics 

of the presented attribute levels. McFadden has shown that the conditional logit model is consistent 

with random utility theory [49]. Random utility theory assumes that the utility of an alternative is 

a function of characteristics (attribute levels) of the alternative and that individuals will choose the 

alternative that maximizes their utility (U). The following equation is used to calculate the utility 

of the treatment alternatives: 𝑈 = 𝛽𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠	𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑	𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒	𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠 + 	𝛽𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑑	𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒	𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 +

	𝛽𝑆𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒	𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒	𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 + 𝛽𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑎𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 	𝛽𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 + 	𝜀, where β is the 

coefficient of the corresponding attribute, indicating the impact of that attribute on choosing a 

specific treatment and ε is the error term [48, 50]. The estimated β-coefficient is a preference 

weight, and it represents the relative contribution of the attribute level to the utility that respondents 

assign to an alternative (part-worth utility estimate). Because effect-coding was used, the estimated 

preference weights for the hypothetical treatment attribute are relative to the mean effect, 
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normalized at zero. The signs of the β-coefficients indicate whether the attribute has a negative or 

positive effect on utility. An odds ratio can be calculated taking the exponent of β. Differences 

between part-worth utility for different levels indicate the relative importance of moving from one 

level of an attribute to an adjacent level of that attribute: the greater the difference, the more 

important the change from one level to the next (within-attribute). The relative importance of each 

attribute (between-attribute) is a measure of the relative influence of the change from worst to best 

outcome on each attribute on the overall utility of the treatment. Thus, it is a measure of the relative 

importance of the attribute in choosing between treatments. The relative importance of each 

attribute is calculated by taking the range in part-worth utility estimate for the best and worst levels 

of each attribute, and divide it by the sum of the range in part-worth utility of all other attributes. 

The following formula is used: 𝑊&++'5/-+)! =
.&67!8.5,7!

9"($%&'"($!)'")
 . Predefined subgroup analysis 

included analysis from data from neurologists only (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2).  

 A logistic regression model was used to analyze how individual treatment attributes and risk 

profile influenced the choice to discuss the treatment with the patient in daily practice, using only 

the chosen treatment from each choice set (Supplementary Table 3). The dependent variable was 

the choice: opt-in (yes) or opt-out (no). Independent variables included the treatment attributes and 

levels described above, and the risk profile.  

 The marginal rate of substitution represents the rate at which respondents are willing to trade 

off among the attributes. We calculated the willingness to accept an increase in risk of severe side-

effects between the interval of 1-5% to gain an additional year in time to diagnosis, the two most 

highly valued attributes. The willingness to accept an increase in risk of severe-side effects to gain 

an additional life year in time to diagnosis was calculating by dividing the utility gain for gaining 

1 additional year in time to diagnosis by the utility loss of 1% increased risk of severe side effects. 

We calculated the utility loss from of an additional 1% risk of severe side effects between the 

levels 1% and 5%, because the difference in utility in this attribute was greatest between those 

levels. We separately calculated the utility gain for gaining 1 additional year in time to diagnoses 

between the levels 1 and 5 year, 5 and 10 years, and 10 and 20 years.   
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RESULTS 

Literature review 

 
Supplementary Figure 1. Frequency of the top-10 attributes used in other healthcare treatment 
DCEs. Emerging out of the DCE articles in the literature study [16-43]. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Overarching themes and subthemes, emerging from the semi-
structured interviews. 
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Subanalysis only neurologists 
 HIGH RISK (80%) MODERATE RISK (30%) 
 β SE p Exp(β) 95% CI 

Exp(β) 
β SE p Exp(β) 95% CI 

Exp(β) 
EFFECT   0.000     0.000   
20 years gained 1.716 0.268 0.000 5.561 3.291-9.398 1.119 0.201 0.000 3.060 2.062-4.541 
10 years gained 0.904 0.163 0.000 2.469 1.792-3.401 1.037 0.161 0.000 2.821 2.059-3.865 
5 years gained -0.363 0.193 0.060 0.696 0.477-1.016 -0.350 0.182 0.054 0.705 0.494-1.006 
1 year gained -2.257 0.375 0.000 0.105 0.050-0.218 -1.806 0.251 0.000 0.164 0.100-0.269 
           
MILD SIDE-
EFFECTS  

  0.006     0.000   

20% risk 0.624 0.211 0.003 1.866 1.234-2.822 0.746 0.203 0.000 2.108 1.416-3.138 
40% risk -0.118 0.165 0.475 0.889 0.644-1.228 -0.179 0.155 0.247 0.836 0.617-1.132 
60% risk -0.506 0.176 0.004 0.603 0.427-0.851 -0.567 0.161 0.000 0.567 0.414-0.777 
           
SEVERE SIDE-
EFFECTS 

  0.000     0.000   

0.01% risk  0.908 0.247 0.000 2.479 1.528-4.020 0.853 0.217 0.000 2.346 1.532-3.592 
0.1% risk 0.571 0.250 0.022 1.770 1.085-2.890 0.623 0.207 0.003 1.864 1.243-2.795 
1% risk 0.136 0.179 0.449 1.145 0.806-1.628 0.123 0.157 0.434 1.131 0.831-1.540 
5% risk -1.615 0.292 0.000 0.199 0.112-0.352 -1.599 0.226 0.000 0.202 0.130-0.315 
           
ROUTE OF 
ADMINISTRATION 

  0.006     0.075   

Orally daily -0.034 0.318 0.915 0.967 0.518-1.803 -0.412 0.230 0.073 0.662 0.422-1.039 
Orally 3 times a day -0.110 0.241 0.648 0.896 0.559-1.437 0.006 0.179 0.971 1.007 0.708-1.430 
Weekly injection -0.409 0.155 0.008 0.665 0.491-0.900 -0.054 0.149 0.717 0.947 0.707-1.269 
Six-monthly injection 0.552 0.225 0.014 1.737 1.117-2.700 0.460 0.179 0.010 1.584 1.116-2.249 
           
ANNUAL COSTS   0.001     0.001   
€ 100  0.532 0.187 0.004 1.703 1.180-2.459 0.285 0.151 0.059 1.330 0.989-1.789 
€ 1000  0.230 0.138 0.097 1.258 0.959-1.651 0.278 0.140 0.047 1.321 1.004-1.737 
€ 10.000 -0.762 0.197 0.000 0.467 0.317-0.687 -0.563 0.146 0.000 0.569 0.428-0.758 

Supplementary Table 1. Estimated preference weights for subanalysis using neurologists only 
(n=63). Effect-coding was used for categorical variable coding: the estimated preference weights 
for the hypothetical treatment attribute are relative to the mean effect, normalized at zero. The 
signs of the β-coefficients indicate whether the attribute has a negative or positive effect on utility. 
The Exp(β) represents the odds ratio. 
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Logistic regression model opt-in/out question  
 
 β S.E. Sign. Exp(β) 95% CI Exp(β) 
S
t
e
p 
1
a 

Effect   0.005   
Effect(1) – 20y 0.483 0.226 0.033 1.621 1.040-2.526 
Effect(2) – 10y 0.363 0.219 0.097 1.438 0.937-2.207 
Effect(3) – 5y -0.176 0.253 0.489 0.839 0.511-1.379 
Mild side-effects   0.001   
Mild SE (1) -20% 0.338 0.180 0.061 1.402 0.985-1.995 
Mild SE (2) -40% -0.344 0.169 0.042 0.709 0.509-.988 
Severe side-effects   0.943   
Severe SE(1) -0.01% .014 0.234 0.952 1.014 0.641-1.604 
Severe SE(2)-0.1% -0.067 0.238 0.777 0.935 0.586-1.490 
Severe SE(3)-1% 0.050 0.244 0.837 1.051 0.652-1.696 
Route of administration   0.000   
RoA(1)-orally daily -0.900 0.211 0.000 0.407 0.269-.615 
RoA(2)- orally 3x a day -0.987 0.179 0.000 0.373 0.263-.529 
RoA(3)- weekly injection -1.198 0.186 0.000 0.302 0.209-.435 
Annual costs   0.000   
Costs(1) -€100 1.021 0.185 0.000 2.775 1.933-3.985 
Costs(2)- €1000 0.875 0.192 0.000 2.400 1.649-3.493 
Riskprofile      

Riskprofile – high risk 1.427 0.140 0.000 4.167 3.168-5.481 
Supplementary Table 3. Logistic regression model. Dependent variable was opt-in (participant 
would discuss that treatment in daily practice). Independent variables included treatment attributes 
and riskprofile. The last level in each category was the omitted variable. Treatment attributes: 
Effect: years gained until diagnosis resp 20y, 10y, 5y, 1y; Mild SE: risk on mild side-effects resp 
20%, 40%, 60%; Severe SE: risk on severe side-effects resp 0.01, 0.1%, 1%, 5%. RoA: Route of 
administration resp orally daily, orally 3x a day, weekly injection, six-monthly injection. Annual 
costs resp. €100, €1000, €10.000. Riskprofile: high risk and moderate risk profile.  
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Qualifying question lifestyle 
 
 N 
I think there is no effect 17 (20.7%) 
I think there is an effect but patients will not adhere 19 (23.2%) 
I think there is an effect and patients will adhere 35 (42.7%) 
I think there is an effect and that it is better than pharmacological treatment 11 (13.4%) 
Total 82 (100%) 
Supplementary Table 4. Answers on qualifying question ‘’What do you think of lifestyle 
advice in the prodromal phase of Parkinson’s disease?’’ 
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